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Abst ract - -We study the nonlinear boundary stabilization of an inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT 
OF THE MAIN  RESULTS 
The present paper  is devoted to the study of the evolut ionary system: 
pu~' = oj (C~kzOzuk + m~jO) , 
u=O,  0 =0,  
(CijklOlUk + Omij) b,j = -- (mjl]3) 9i (u~) , 
1 (K~O~O) ~'i = -QO,  N 
~(x,  o) = -<<o(x), ~' (x ,  o) = ~,,1(:~), o(z,o) = Oo(x), 
in ~ x R+, 
in f~ x R+, 
on F0 × R+, 
in F1 × R+, 
on F 1 x R_t_ , 
in f~, 
(P) 
where f~ is a bounded open domain in ]R n, {P0,F1} is a part i t ion of its boundary  F, u is the 
unit outward normal  vector to F ,R+ = [0, +oc) ,u  is the displacement,  0 is the temperature  
deviat ion from the reference temperature,  p(x) is the density of the mater ia l  at the point x; 
[Cijm (x)], [mij(x)], [Ki j (x)] ,  and c(x) are the tensor fields which represent he elast ic i ty of the 
mater ia l ,  the thermal  expansion, the conduct iv i ty  and the specific heat, respectively. The scalar 
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field Q is assumed to be strictly positive on F1 and throughout the paper, the symbol Oi stands 
for ~°  and the double index convention is adopted. 
The problem of existence, regularity, controllability, and asymptotic behavior of solutions to 
thermoelasticity s stems has attracted a considerable attention in recent years, see for exam- 
ple [1,3-11] and the references therein. Since the pioneering work of Dafermos [3], it is well 
known that the temperature gradient and the specific entropy always decay to zero and that, in 
general, the displacement also converges to zero in linear anisotropic inhomogeneous thermoe- 
lasticity. An important question is to know how fast does the solution tend to zero. However, 
except in the one-dimensional case when the solution has the same behavior as the solution of 
the heat equation, that is, it tends to zero exponentially in bounded omains and algebraically 
on the whole line, the rate of convergence can be arbitrarily slow. This means that the dissi- 
pation given by the thermal effect is not strong enough to produce a uniform decay rate of the 
n-dimensional thermoelasticity s stem. In order to get an exponential (or polynomial) decay 
rate, we will consider a nonlinear damping ~ acting on F1. 
Our work was motivated by a recent paper of Rivera-Oliveira [1] where uniform stabilization 
was obtained when gi is linear. We generalize this result to the nonlinear case. Throughout the 
paper, we shall make the following assumptions. 
(H1) The domain f~ is of class C 2. 
(H2) The partition of F satisfies the condition I~0 ;3 I~l = 0. 
(H3) There exists a point Xo E Rn such that, putting re(x) = x - Xo, we have 
m.u<_O, onFo  and in fm.u>O.  
F1 
(Ha) Cijkl = Cyiki = Cku3, mij = mji,  Ki j  = Kj i .  
(H5) 0 < Po <- p(x) <_ Pl, 0 < co <_ c(x) < Cl, V X E ~'~. 
(H6) 0 < Q0 -< infr~ Q(z) < supr ~ Q(x) <_ Q1. 
(H7) There exist two positive constants a and ~ such that 
C~jktOL~kOju, > ~05u,O~u~, OiOKigjO dx >-/~/n aiOO~O dx. 
(H8) There exist two positive constants 7 and 5 such that 
p(x) - mg(x)Oup(x) > 7, (C~jkl -- muOuCiykl) ~ij~kl >_ 5~ij~iy. 
(H9) The function gi is continuous, nondecreasing and 
gi(x) :0  4 ~ 'x=O.  
Furthermore, there exists a constant c such that 
Igi(x)l < 1 -t- clxl, Vx  E ]~. 
EXAMPLE 1. If n = 1, then f~ is a bounded open interval, say 12 = (xt,x2) c l~, and hence, 
Hypothesis H1 is always satisfied. Furthermore, Hypotheses H2 and H3 are satisfied in each of 
the following three cases: 
(i) F0 = O, r l  = {z l ,x2} ,  
(ii) F0 = {Xl}, F1 = {x2}, 
(iii) F0 -- {x2}, I'1 = {Xl}. 
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EXAMPLE 2. If n > 2 and 12 is star-shaped with respect o some point x0 E ~t (i.e., m.  u > 0, 
on F), then Hypotheses H2 and H3 are satisfied with F0 = 0, F1 = F. 
EXAMPLE 3. If n >_ 2 and ~t = ~1 - ~o where ~0,~1 are star-shaped omains with respect o 
some point xo E ~o and ~o C gtl, then Hypotheses H2 and H3 are satisfied with Fo = 0~o, F1 = 
EXAMPLE 4. If n >_ 2 and ft is not of the form mentioned in the preceding two examples, 
then, in general, there is no point x0 satisfying simultaneously H2 and H3. By applying an 
approximational method of Grisvard [12], one could considerably weaken assumptions H2,H3, at 
least in dimensions n = 2, 3, by adapting an analogous argument given in Komornik-Zuazua [2] 
for the wave equation. We note that Moussaoui [13] has recently generalized Grisvard's results 
for arbitrary space dimension . We do not pursue these matters here. 
EXAMPLE 5. We can get Condition H8 by taking the derivatives of Cijkl and p small with respect 
to Ci jk l  and p. 
In what follows, we shall always assume that Hypotheses H1-H9 are satisfied. If (u, 0) is a 
solution of the problem (P), then we define its energy E : ]I(+ -~ ll~+ by the following formula= 
E(t) = -~ puiu  i -[- CijkiOlUkOjUi ~- 02 dx. 
Set g~o(~ ) = {v E g l (~) ;v  = 0 on ro}. 
1 n L 2 (f~) arbitrarily, THEOREM 1 (WELL POSEDNESS). Given (uo, ul,0o) E H~o(~) x L2(~) n × 
the problem (P) has a unique weak solution (u, O) satisfying 
u E C (~+, Hrlo (~t) n) A C 1 (R+, L 2 (~t)n), 0 E C (R+, L 2 (~t)) . 
THEOREM 2 (ENERGY DECAY). Assume that there exists a number p ~ 1 and two positive 
Vx E X. (1.1) 
i fp = 1, (i.2) 
Vt>_0, if p> l ,  (1.3) 
only on the initial energy E(O). 
REMARK 1. First, let us give an example of a nonlinear function g = (gl . . . .  , gn) satisfying (1.1) 
with p = 1. Let f : l~ --~ I~ be a Cl-class function such that 
1 <_ f(t)  <_2, VtE IR  and f ( t )= l ,  VtE  [1,+o0); 
if we set g(x) = f (x  • x)x, then g is a nonlinear function satisfying (1.1) with p = 1. 
REMARK 2. Using a technique of Lasiecka-Tataru [14], one could consider more general growth 
condition than (1.1); however, the estimates in that case are not explicit any more. 
REMARK 3. It would be possible to weaken the growth assumption i  Hypothesis H9 by assuming 
that 
[gi(x)[ <_ 1 + cixl n/(n-2), for n ~ 3. 
In order to keep this paper from becoming too long, we only consider the case given in Hypothesis 
H9. 
constants cl, c2 such that 
clmin(Ixl, lxl p) ¢ lYe(X)1 <_ c21xl, 
[['hen every weak solution to (P) satisfies the estimates; 
E(t) <_ cE(O)e -~t, Vt > 0, 
where c and w are two positive constants, and 
C E(t) < 
(1 + t)2/(P-1) '
where c is a constant depending 
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2. PROOFS 
For the sake of completeness, we start with a brief outline of the well-posedness of (P) by the 
semigroup approach. Let us define H = H~o(~)n × L2(~) ~ × L2(~) with the scalar product 
(U, W)H ~- CijklOlUkOjV i dx + pziwi dx + -~oo8¢ dx, 
where U = (u, z, 8) and W = (v, w, ~b) are in H. 
We introduce the operator A := [Ai] on H: 
D(A) = {(u,z,8) C (H~o ( f~)NH 2 (~))n × Hrlo (f~)n × (Hlo (f~)n H2 (f~)), 
satisfying the 4 th and 5 th equations of (P)} 
which is dense in H, and for any U = (u, z, 8) E D(A), 
Ai(u'z'8) = (--zi' --lcgj (CijklCOlUk + SmiJ) ' --l (8omijc')jzi + ai (KijOjS))) C 
By the results of Rivera-Oliveira [1], A is a maximal monotone operator and from Hille-Yosida's 
theorem our existence result follows. Furthermore, if (u0, Ul, 80) E D(A), then we have a strong 
solution, that is 
(u, u', 8) S C (R+, D(A)) A C 1 (]~+, H) . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
where 
For ~ > 0, we introduce a perturbed energy Ee: 
E~(t) = E(t) + aE(t)(P-')/2F(t), 
F(t)= ~ 2p(m~O~u~)u~idx + (n-1)  f pu'iuidx. 
We can easily verify that 
IF(t)[ _< clE(t). 
Since the energy is nonincreasing and by (2.2), given any M > 
following inequalities hold: 
M-1/2E~(t)(P+I)/2 <_ E(t)(v +1)/2 < M1/2E~(t)( v+1)/2 
provided ¢ is such that 
X ~ 1--E(O)(1-p)/2 (1 -  M-1/(p+I)). 
Cl 
Now, we calculate the derivative of the perturbed energy E~ (t): 
E~(t) = E'(t) + zP~21E(t)(p-3)/:E'(t)E(t ) + ~E(t)(P-1)/2Ft(t). 
By the results of Rivera-Oliveira [1, Lemma 2.1], we have 
F' (t) <_ -c2 { ~ (U:U: ~- OjUiOjUi) dx } +c3 {gfF ('O'2 + u:u'i) d~ + ~ OiOOiO dx } . 
1 
A simple computation shows that 
E'(t) = - /a  ~-~OiOKijOjOdx- Jr 1 (gi (uli)u: (miPi) + QO 2) dy. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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By (2.2),(2.4),(2.5), the value of E'(t), the hypothesis on Kij, the Poincar6 inequality, we conclude 
that 
On the other hand, by (1.1), we deduce that: 
~c5E(t)(p-1)/2 L ' ' ( P--~-21c4E(O)(p-1)/2) /u ' '  uiuid7 <_ 1 - z gi (ui) uid7 (2.7) 
41>_I ~I>i 
if we choose ~ small enough. From (2.6),(2.7), it follows that 
"z ]Jlu~l<_1 Jlu~l__l 
Now we distinguish the cases p = 1 and p > 1. 
(i) CASE p = 1. In this case, (1.1) and (2.8) yield 
E'e(t) < -eE(t) < -¢M-1/2Ee(t). 
Consequently, by (2.3) we get 
E(t) ~ ME(O)e -eM-t/2t, Vt >_ O. (2.9) 
(ii) CASE p > 1. From (2.8) and by the Young's inequality, we have 
E:(t) < (_ l  +~P~21c4E(O)(p-I)/2) fl~ ' ' _ g,(ui)uid~/ 
{1<1 
(2.10) ,~ (p+l)/2 
q-g(2e5)(Pf-1)/2Q/u{l<_l~Z~tt'lid",/) ~E(t) (p+l)/2 . 
\Ve apply H61der's inequality with the exponents ct= (p+ 1) / (p -  1), c~' = (p+ 1)/2 to the second 
term of the RHS of (2.10), it follows that 
Q/u:]<l 2/'~(P+1)/2 QL )(P--X)/2flu 
u{u{dT] <_ d 7 u'ip+ldT. 
~I_<1 '~I_<i 
The above estimate, together with (1.1) and (2.10), imply the following inequality: 
E'~(t) <_ ( - l  + ~P~21c4E(O)(P-1)/2) u~l<lg~ (u:)u'~d 7 
+ ec6 (meas F1)(v-1)/ : / ,  gi(u'i) u'id~/-2E(t)(p+l>/2" 
,CI_<1 
We have thus proved 
E'~(t) <_ -2E(t)(P+t)/2, Vt >_ 0 (2.11) 
provided that e is small enough. Hence, by (2.3) we get 
E(t) < ME(O){1 + t-~(p- 1)M-P/(P+I> E(O)(p-1)/2 }-2/(p-1) 
- (2 .12)  
= ME(O) (1 + #t) -2/(p-1) .
The proof of Theorem 2 is thus completed. 
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